2018
Manila
International Conference of
NGOs on
History and Peace

"Historical Justice and a Peaceful Community in East Asia"

July 6(Fri)~9(Mon) AG New World Manila Bay Hotel
1588 Pedro Gil corner M.H. Del Pilar, Manila 1004

7/6 (Fri)
- Opening
- International Symposium
- Plenary Panel Discussion
- Welcome Dinner
- Cultural & Musical Performance

7/7 (Sat)
[thematic workshops]
- Shared Norms and Civil Society Charter
- Historical Justice and Comfort Women Issue
- History Textbook Dialogues for East Asia
- Territorial Issues and Peacebuilding
- International Grassroots Networking
- Sustainable Development and Peace
- Participants’ Networking & Interactions
- Film showing

7/8 - 9 (Sun-Mon)
- Press Conference
- Field Trip to Historical Sites in Manila
- Visiting History Organization or Institute

Contact for participation: historyngo@gmail.com www.historyngo.org tel. +82-2-312-6118

History NGO Forum for Peace in Asia

Co-hosts: Hunters-ROTC Historical Society